BRANDING

HOW EFFECTIVE IS

YOUR LOGO?

A GUIDE BY TWINGENUITY GRAPHICS

INTRODUCTION
Is your logo attracting your ideal client?
You may wonder “what’s so hard about creating a good logo”?
They ‘re small and look easy to create. No sweat, right?
Only when you see a designer’s efforts and the entire logo creation
process do you see it’s not a simple task. A great logo takes thought
and creativity — and it takes more than 15 minutes.
Nowadays it seems like every dick and jane is offering cheap logo
designs; however, a cheap logo design does not mean effective
logo design.
WHAT DEFINES EFFECTIVE
The dictionary definition of effective is:
“Successful in producing a desired or intended result.”
An effective logo design is a logo that works as an identifier of your
brand, while being unique and building trust. Sounds like a logo’s
job is hard work huh? It is!
An effective, professional logo is made up of several key elements.
These elements work together to form a beautiful and effective logo.
Have you ever wondered if your logo is doing a good job
representing your brand and business?
Answer the following questions to find out!

TAKE THE QUIZ!

LET ’S SEE HOW YOUR
LOGO ADDS UP!

1. TARGET AUDIENCE
Let’s see how well my logo appeals to your target audience.
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It’s best to have narrowed down a target audience. I will think as my
customers would. Will my logo appeal to my ideal audience?
My target audience stops in their tracks when they see my logo.
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2. YOUR MESSAGE AND DESIGN IS CLEAR
An effective logo should have a concept and communicate an intended
message. Is my brand loud and clear, via typography and graphics?
My logo design is meaningful and makes sense for my business.
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3. AUTHENTICITY
Is my logo unique to what I do? Am I being too trendy like everyone else?
My logo is authentic — with bits of my personality built in.
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LET’S PLAY

Rate each category from 1-10.
10 BEING HIGHEST & 1 BEING LOWEST

4. CLEAN & SIMPLE
Market research states impactful brands are those which are clean and
clever. Does my logo use more than 2-3 colors and fonts? Is my logo chaotic?
My logo is clean and is readable without color and at any size.
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5. TIMELESS
How will my logo look in 5 years, or 20 years? Will I be able to from what era
my logo was design? If yes, it’s probably not a good thing.
My logo is timeless and powerful.
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6. PROFESSIONAL & APPROPRIATE
Does my logo make me look like a seasoned professional or an amateur
(because I used clipart)? Is my logo appropriate for my ideal audience?
My logo is professional, appropriate, and uses custom artwork.
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7. MEMORABILITY
The best logos are memorable and leave a lasting impression. Even just
seeing the name “Coca Cola” I’m sure you can see their logo.
My logo is memorable.
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TALLY UP YOUR SCORE
Add up your scores from the 7 questions above and
see how effective your logo really is.

60-70 POINTS

AMAZING!
You’re a logo genius. It seems like you
have a logo that’s working for you, your
business, and your clients.

40-60 POINTS

NOT TOO SHABY!
Maybe your logo isn’t perfect, but with a
few tweaks you can get it there! You’ll be
on your way to superstardom before you
know it.

20-40 POINTS

YOU HAVE A GOOD START.
It looks like your logo design has room for
improvement. Take what you’ve learned
and design a logo that represents you and
make it memorable for your ideal client!

0-40 POINTS

EFFECTIVENESS IS LOW
But don’t worry, logos can always be
changed or reworked to make them work
better. You may only be a few changes
away from your dream logo!
Bonus tip: Learn more about your
target audience and put your personal
preferences aside!

NOTES
Do you have more to write?
More ideas to explore?
Write them down!

THANK
YOU!

Our mission is to bridge the gap between
small businesses and creative designs
WWW.TWINGENUITYGRAPHICS.COM

